
Steel Edge Doors Contain Extra Features...

...Extra Benefits

Polyurethane Insulation:
Doors are fully insulated 
with an inner core of 
environmentally friendly 
polyurethane foam. Provides 
energy efficiency and 
reduces noise. 

Low Maintenance PF Composite:
Poly-Fiber door frame is moisture, 
rot and insect resistant. Will never 
warp, splinter or rot like traditional 
wood. Optional finishes available. 

Door Light and Frame:

All tempered door lights, clear or 
decorative are warranted for a 
lifetime. The frame will not warp 
from high heat. The insulated 
tempered glass produces the best 
energy efficiency. 

Adjustable Hinge:

A standard on all 22 gauge steel edge doors. 
The unique adjustable hinge plate system 
offers built-in advantages unmatched in the 
industry. The adjustable hinge plate makes 
it possible to adjust the door up or down, in 
or out. Helps maintain door alignment and 
proper weather seal. All that’s needed is a 
screwdriver!

Door Bottom Seal: 

The door bottom weatherstrip slides off 
and on for easy replacement and forms a 
weather-tight seal to the threshold. 

Composite Reinforced Lock Preparation:

Provides rigid base for installation of hard-
ware. Reinforces lock block area for added 
security. Permits a more uniform foam fill for 
better insulation, unlike wood lock blocks.

Steel Security Plate:

Steel security plate reinforces the jamb 
and deadbolt area for added security. 
Helps prevent forced entry.

Perimeter Weaterstrip:

A continuous strip of magnetic weatherstrip seals 
the top and side of the door with the frame. A 
foam compression weatherstrip completes the 
seal on the hinge side. Preventing air infiltration 
around the door. 

Steel Edge Construction:
A full steel edge adds greater strength and durability. There 
are no wood edges to rot, warp, split or bow. Steel edge 
doors maximize the security of your home. 

All steel edge doors have a 90-minute fire rating, meeting 
the requirements of ASTME—152. 

24ga Steel 22ga Steel

Elegant Entry Systems 
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Templar Emerald Bevel Cluster Serenity Coventry

Elegant Entry Systems 
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Adds value to your home     
Leaves a lasting impression

Durable — 24 gauge and 22 gauge steel

 

 

Prefinished Insulated Clear Glass Steel Doors & Sidelights
Decorative glass options available -  See Decorative glass catalog.

EDR 300 EDR 301 EDR 302 RSL 33 RSL 33G ESL 82 ESL 82G RSL 89 RSL 89G

SDR 10 SDR 11 SDR 88 SDR 89 SDR 90 SDR 91

EDR 30* EDR 33 EDR 34 EDR 37 EDR 75 EDR 76

*90-Minute Fire Rating

Craftsman & Rustic Heavy Gauge Smooth Skin Doors

CDR 4S CSL2S CSL 3SCDR 6S CSL 4SCDR 8S

Simulated Divided Light

Craftsman SDL with a new wide 
traditional flat profile provides a 
handcrafted appearance. Low E 
is provided for energy efficiency. 
Matching sidelights are available.

CDR 1L CDR 3L CDR 6L

Elegant Striation

A field of clear Antique 
glass striations accent 
a simple antique patina 
caming in traditional or 
prairie grid design. 

Craftsman Doors

The two panel Craftsman Door with clear insulated tempered glass is 
available in 1, 3, and 6 Simulated Divided Lights. Craftsman Doors are a 
heavy duty 22-gauge steel face sheets with an all steel edge perimeter.  
The Craftsman Door includes an adjustable hinge to help maintain a 
weather - tight seal. The low maintenance Poly Fiber Composite frame; 
standard on all steel doors, is moisture, rot and insect resistant. Strength, 
security & durability are built into every door to last a lifetime. 

Optional Dental shelf is available for Craftsman two panel doors.. 

CDR 6M CDR 6P

RDR 1

CDR 3PCDR 3M

Rustic Smooth Steel 

The Rustic Smooth Steel door provides the same heavy 
22-gauge steel construction as the Craftsman doors.  
The design features a 2-Panel Camber Top with High 
Definition Planks. The Rustic door is engineered to meet 
design needs of Southwest, Spanish or Mediterranean 
style homes. Fullview sidelights with Wrought Iron or Black 
Patina decorative glass will compliment your home’s décor 
(see decorative glass brochure for details).
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